PROGRAM 2
"OKLAHOMA!"
by Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein
with the Brunswick Music Theatre
February 2 and 3, 1987
9:30 and 11:00

GENERAL CONCERT THEME:
This is a performance of selections from one of the most popular musical shows of all time, "OKLAHOMA!" The format of the concert will include sufficient narration to help the students follow the story and experience the unfolding of the plot. The performers will include members of the Brunswick Music Theatre and musicians from the Portland Symphony. As this may be the first exposure to musical theatre for many young listeners, the information which follows should help to familiarize them with the story behind "OKLAHOMA!" and some background of American musical theatre.

The Program
Richard Vanstone, Conductor
Brunswick Music Theatre
Victoria Crandall, Artistic Director

Rodgers and Hammerstein Highlights from "OKLAHOMA!"